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The dephasing of trivalent praseodymium dilute in yttrium aluminum oxide (YA10, ) in the
ground electronic state 'H4 state is evaluated using an optically detected method, to measure twonuclear quadrupole echoes. The magnitude of the echo is obrf-pulse- and three-rf-pulse-stimulated
tained by detecting the weak Raman optical field generated by the interaction of the magnetic moment of the echo and a light beam resonant with the H4(0 cm') to 'D2(16374 cm ') optical transition. This same light beam is used as an optical pump (37-ms duration) prior the rf-pulse sequence
to increase the population difference of the hyperfine energy levels, thereby improving the echo signal. The light is turned off 9 ms before the rf-pulse sequence and remains off until the echo to avoid
(NQR) echo lifetime. The
optical-pumping effects on the measured nuclear-quadrupole-resonance
measurement is found to be 366+29 ps.
dephasing time T2 from two-pulse nuclear-quadrupole-echo
Three-pulse-stimulated
echoes show a fast decay at short times, followed by a slower (240 ms) decay.
model was fitted to the data. For the two-pulse echo,
The Hu-Hartmann uncorrelated-sudden-jump
the best approximation to the data is obtained using a fluctuating field amplitude hen&&2=7000 s
and the fluctuation rate 8'=2100 s '. In contrast to this, the three-pulse echo data, measured with
a much smaller separation of the first two pulses ~, shows an approximate fit using 4'&~2=60000
s ' (v&40 ps) and 8 =12 s ' for data plotted versus the separation between the second and third rf
' and
pulses T for several values of the separation of the first two pulses ~, and Ace&z&=125000 s
8 =20 s ' for data at three fixed values of T, plotted versus ~. The apparent discrepancy between
the two-pulse and the three-pulse fits is attributed to two different dephasing host Al nuclei. The
Auctuating fields due to bulk Al are effective in dephasing the Pr moment for ~~ T2, and the
frozen-core Al, which surround the Pr'+ ion, produce a much larger effective field that fluctuates
much more slowly, are the dephasing agent for w
T2.

«

INTRODUCTION

The host-guest system YA103.Pr + has attracted considerable recent interest as a spectroscopic material'
and a laser host. In particular, for optical storage, it is
important to know the mechanisms involved in the relaxation of optical coherence (optical dephasing time). Any
phase interuption of the optical terminal levels interrupts
the optical coherence. This includes the dephasing
within hyperfine sublevels of both the ground and excited
states, as well as the radiative decay of the optically excited state. Hyperfine sublevel dephasing is caused by spinlattice relaxation of the impurity ion studied (T, ), and by
dipolar interactions ( T2 ) with neighboring nuclear moments either of the host (Al, Y) or by other impurity
(Pr +) ions. One reason for choosing the YA103 as a host
is that the relatively small nuclear dipole fields ( = l G) at
the impurity site produce a narrow inhomogeneous
linewidth of the impurity ion. The optical dephasing
time in this material was measured by Macfarlane et al.
to be 78 ps in the presence of a static magnetic field,
slightly less than —, of the excited-state lifetime. This
would indicate that the contribution of the excited-state
lifetime to the optical dephasing time is about onequarter of the observed rate. In this paper, measurements of two-pulse nuclear-quadrupole-resonance
(NQR)
echo decay and three-pulse NQR (stimulated) echo decay
43

are reported, and the dephasing time T2 for two-pulse
echoes is obtained for the
state of
H4 ground
YA103..Pr +. The hyperfine sublevel population decay
rate T& is obtained from the three-pulse echo data. These
measurements indicate that the stimulated echo decays
faster immediately after the coherence is prepared by the
two ~/2 pulses than at later times. This is normally considered due to spectral diffusion due to changing local
fields as the host nuclear spins Hip causing some of the
prepared impurity spins to change resonant frequencies
so that they cannot be refocused by the third ~/2 pulse.
The Hu-Hartmann uncorrelated-sudden-jump
model is
applied to the data. The fit of the theory to the data
show two distinctly different regimes. The two-pulse
echo fit shows rapid fluctuations with a small Auctuating
field amplitude.
The three-pulse echo amplitude shows
only a very slow fluctuation rate, but with a large Auctuating field amplitude, which increases slightly with the
separation of the first two rf pulses. These two regimes
represent dephasing by two different sets of Al host nuclei, one described as the bulk, and the other in the frozen
core surrounding a Pr + ion.

EXPERIMENT
Measurements

of two-pulse- and three-pulse-stimulated

NQR echo decay in this dilute material were made using
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Raman heterodyne optical detection.
This three-wave
mixing technique, in which a sample light field interacts
with the magnetization in the sample introduced by the rf
pulses to produce another collinear optical field (the Raman heterodyne signal) at the difFerence frequency, is
shown in Fig. 1. This second optical field is detected by
mixing it with the first on a photodiode. This signal at
the NQR frequency is demodulated by mixing it with the
rf driving the pulse programmer. The experiment is summarized in Fig. 2. The top line shows the time pattern
for the light. A 37-ms pulse of narrowband light resonant with the 'D2- H4 (16374.7 cm ') transition, is used
to create a nonequilibrium population distribution in the
hyperfine sublevels of the ground state. This light source
is turned on again for 24 ps centered at the echo. Keeping the light off during the pulse train avoids any optical
pumping effects on the echo decay. The bottom line of
Fig. 2 specifically shows the rf-pulse pattern for the
stimulated echo. A two-pulse echo is obtained by setting
T=O. The ~/2 rf pulses are 80 rf cycles in duration.
The middle line of Fig. 2 shows the echo signal. The
YA103.Pr + (0. 1 at %) is placed into a delay line rf coil
in a cryostat near 5.5 K. The frequency-stabilized
(+0. 5
MHz) single-frequency cw dye laser light (=2 mW) is
gated by an acousto-optic (A/0) modulator (1000:1 contrast) and focused onto the sample by an 80-cm-focallength lens. The transmitted light impinges on the photodiode of an optical receiver. The pulse sequence is repeated at 11-sec intervals, which is long enough to allow
the complete relaxation of the ground state. Each point
on a decay curve is derived from an average of 32 pulse
sequences. A typical decay for a two-pulse echo sequence

5/2

3/2
1/2

Raman het. signal

'D, (16874.7 cm ')

43
Sample
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Light
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rf Magnetic Field

FIG. 2. The pulse sequences used in the experiment. The
upper line shows the on periods for the dye laser light. Each
echo measurement begins with a 37-ms optical pump period
after which the light beam is turned off. The light is turned on
again for a 24-ps period surrounding the echo. The lower curve
displays the rf-pulse pattern. 9 ms after the end of the optical
pump, the rf-pulse sequence begins. For a two-pulse echo,
T=O. The center line shows the Raman heterodyne signal.
Only the echo magnetization is observed; the free induction decay immediately after the rf pulse is not observed because the
sample light is off. The entire process is repeated at 11-sec intervals so that 32 echo amplitudes may be averaged.
is shown in Fig. 3. When the echo decay is fitted to a
simple exponential
exp(2r/T2 ), a mean value for
T2=366+29 ps was obtained from six similar decay

curves.
The three-pulse stimulated echo measurements were
more complex in that we have two variables, the separation of the first two ~/2 rf pulses ~, and the time between
the second and third ~/2 pulse T. A series of measurements versus T for fixed ~ are shown in Fig. 4. For
2~= T2, the stimulated echo decay is rapid, while for very
small values, a rapid initial decay is observed followed by

sample light

100—

5/2

3/2

Signal

'H, (0 cm')

0

|/2

FICi. 1. The Raman heterodyne detection of NQR echoes in
Pr + dilute in YA103 is described using a diagram of the
hyperfine sublevels. The sample light field, Raman heterodyne
signal and the rf-pulse fields are indicated. The Raman heterodyne signal is generated by the sample light field and the magnetization of the praseodymium produced by the rf pulses. Only
one of six possible optical channels is shown. Because the optical inhomogeneous broadening greatly exceeds the hyperfine
splittings, difterent Pr'+ ions are resonant with the optical field
for other combinations of ground and excited hyperfine levels.
The rf selects only the I, = —, to I, = ~ hyperfine transition in the
ground state. For simplicity, the small magnetic-field splitting
of the hyperfine levels is ignored.
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FICx. 3. Two-pulse NQR echo amplitude vs 2r, the time from
the middle of the first rf pulse until the middle of the echo. The
solid line is derived from the exact Hu-Hartmann model using
Am»2=7000 s ' and 8'=2100 s
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agreement between their zero-static magnetic-field echo
data and the uncorrelated sudden jump model of Hu and
field amplitude
Hartmann
by using a Auctuating
Eco i / p = 50 000 s ', significantly smaller than the inhomogeneous linewidth, and a Auctuation rate 8'=59000 s
equal to the inverse of the measured dephasing rate
'
Tz = 17 ps of the bulk F. The exact expression for the
two-pulse echo is given by Hu and Hartmann as

E ( 2r ) = exp [

2hc—
o, &~rK ( 2 Wr ) ]

Pwca
h

/2~

gives the static (inhomogeneous) dipolar width (HWHM)
of the material due to the field of the host (B) spins acting on the guest (A) ion. n is the density of B spins,
and pz are the nuclear moments of the 3 and B spins, respectively. (An estimate of this quantity may be derived
observed NQR linewidths as
from the experimentally
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. ) The function
K (z) is given by Hu and Hartmann in both graphical and
tabular form. The solid line on Fig. 3 is derived from Eq.
(1) using bc@&&, =7000 s ' and W'=2100 s '. The ratio
R =28'/Ace&&z determines the shape of the decay. The
best fit is obtained for this ratio. For larger values of R,
the slope decreases at long times, whereas for small
values of R, the two-pulse echo shows little decay at short
times (b.co, &zr 1), but the decay increases to a maximum
greater than Tz at intermediate times, and finally settles
to a r rate at long times. Hu and Hartmann [their Eq.
(5. 14)] also give the (lower) limiting echo amplitude
versus the time ~ between the m/2 and ~ pulses as

p„

(

E„;,(2r) =exp(

~' 'bee—

, q~r) .

(3)

Equation 3 describes the echo decay for the first four or
so time constants when the Auctuation rate 8'=Ace, ~~/2.
Applying this limiting case to the two-pulse echo decay
measurement of Fig. 3, one obtains
Ace, zz=2(~'i

/366 ps) =8004

s

The straight line decay implies that the fluctuation rate
O'=Ace&&z/2 because values departing significantly from
this value show nonexponential decay behavior over the
(See Fig. 7 of Hu
amplitude range of the measurement.
and Hartmann, Ref. 5.) The limiting case is a good approximation to the exact case for this situation.
This theory assumes that the 3 and B spins each have
'
nuclear spin
—, which do not interact with themselves
', but only the I, = —,'
(a T, model). For our 3 spins, = —,
to —, transition is resonant with the rf magnetic field, so
= —,'
the usual spin Hamiltonian treatment of pseudospin
may be used. In this approximation, the spin-I gyromagnetic ratio y~ is used for the pseudospin I'= —,' together
'
Thus,
with a modified magnetic field H'= —
co,&/y~.
one may calculate the dephasing time Tz relative to LaF3
using the y~ ratio for the Pr + ions in LaF& and YA103.
A diAiculty arises with the B spins which have spin = —,'
'
for F in LaF~ and
—, for Al in YA10&. Since the model

I=

I

I

I=

calculates the field jumps at the 3-spin site due to the
Aipping B spins, and each of these jumps is proportional
to yz b, I, where AI=1, the ratio of the two-pulse echo
lifetimes of LaF& and YA10& is approximately given by
the ratio of the density n of the B spins and their
ratios y&. These are 5.5 X 10
and
gyromagnetic
and 4.09 and 1.11 kHz/G for F in LaF3
1.9X 10 cm
and Al in YA10& respectively. This gives a ratio of Tz
equal to 10.4 very close to the observed values 9.9. Equation 2 ignores the (enhanced) magnetic anisotropy present
for the Pr + in these materials. The mean gyromagnetic
ratios y~ are 5.9 and 6.0 kHz/G for the two hosts. '
With the anisotropy, the ratio of Tz is unchanged. It is
clear that the long observed Tz for this material is not to'
limits
tally unexpected, but the lack of an
—, theory
two-pulse echo
the applicability of the Hu-Hartmann
' B spins.
theory in this case of = —,
Even with this nuclear spin limitation, an attempt is
made to fit the stimulated NQR echo data. To be consistent, it must fit with the same parameters 8'and Ace&&z
as for the Tz decay. This three-pulse echo decay may be
described as product of the two-pulse decay of Eq. (1) and
a three-pulse decay term. The stimulated echo was given
by Hu and Hartmann as

'

where

16~
9V3

43

I

I)

I

E, (2&, T) =exp[ —2hco&&zrK(2$'r)]
X exp [ —
b, co

&

&zr [ G ( 2

)( ( 1

8'r ) —K ( 2 Wr ) ]

—2 wT

(4)

)]

The first exponential is the two-pulse echo decay [Eq. (1)],
and the second term indicates the effect on the echo amplitude of splitting the ~ pulse into two parts separated
by a time T. The functions G(z) and K(z), given by Hu
and Hartmann (their Fig. 5 and Table I), never exceed
z for low z and tends to
unity and their difference is 1 —
' z
for large z. K(z) =z /2 for small z,
( 1/2' )
reaches a maximum of 0.340 at z =2. 5 and approaches
(2/vrz)'
for large z. Using the parameters obtained
from the two-pulse fit, the calculated stimulated echo dein amplitude
shows
a small
change
cay only
—
[ = exp( 7000 r)] from the T=O value to the T =300ms value, but with a rapid decay rate 8'. For ~=30 ps,
the calculated stimulated echo drops quickly (500 ps) to
its final value, after which no further dephasing results.
This is shown in Fig. 6 by the top curve labeled bulk.
However, the experimental points are fitted by using
Ace &z and much
much larger Auctuation amplitudes
smaller Auctuation rates O'. Because the stimulated echo
for ~=0 is just the saturation recovery
measurement
measurement of T, (a rr pulse followed at time T by a
vr/2 pulse), the stimulated echo for &=0 should decay at
this T& rate rather than being independent of T, as predicted by Eq. (4). With a spin-lattice decay term added to
Eq. (4), the solid lines of Fig. 4 were obtained from Eq. (4)
using T, =0.24 s, 8'=12, Ace, yz=40000 60000 70000,
and 120000 s ' for &=19, 28, 39, and 151 ps. The
100 000 1 14/~ s ' for ~ ~ 40 ps. The fit for
the v=29-ps curve of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 6 (without
the spin-lattice term). The apparent weak dependence of
&

~
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bulk
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FIG. 6. Calculated three-pulse echo decay for frozen-core Al
dephasing (b, co&~&=60000 s ', W=12 s ') and for bulk Al dephasing (Ace&z&=7000 s ', W=2100 s ') with ~=29 ps. This
demonstrates that the observed long-term dephasing is caused
by the frozen-core Al nuclei. The spin-lattice term is omitted
for this calculation.

Acoig2 on 7 is

not understood.

Perhaps it is an indication

of an interference because the rf pulse length T„=6 ps is
not very small compared to the pulse separation ~.
The solid lines on Fig. 5 were also obtained using the

Hu-Hartmann model, but using T& =0. 25 s, 8'=20 s
and Ace»2=125000 s '. The lines match the slope of
the experimental points, but not the amplitude.
The
model would predict that a larger amplitude change
should occur for a given change in T. This is consistent
with the fits for Fig. 4, where smaller values of Ace&&2 are
obtained from the fit. No attempt was made to include
the functional dependence b, co, &2(r) obtained from the fit

of Fig. 4.
The apparent discrepancy between the fits of Figs. 3
and 4 may be explained by the combination of two relaxation processes working in parallel. The frozen-core model proposed by Bloembergen, ' separates the host spins
into two classes, those of the bulk unperturbed by any impurity moments and the others. The first class all have
the same resonant frequencies and therefore engage in
rapid mutual spin Aips. The other host nuclei are detuned by the impurity moment so they do not engage in
these rapid mutual spin Aips
thus, the name frozen.
The Hu-Hartmann
model gives a description of the
three-pulse echo which is internally consistent with the
measured inhomogeneous broadening of the Pr
NQR
resonance. [In an 80-G magnetic field, b, co&&~ =88000
This large width is due to the nearests ' (HWHM)].
neighbor Al nuclear moments (frozen core). ' The slow
Auctuation rate 8'=12 s ' is attributed to these Al,
which fiip slowly (T, ?) because they are not coupled to
the bulk Al, rather than to a Pr-Pr interaction. The Pr
In zero field, it has no
ion is a Van Vleck paramagnet.
electronic dipole moment. At 80 G there is a very small
induced electronic dipole moment, too small to give a
paramagnetic relaxation at these concentrations. ' In ad-

..
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dition, this slow fluctuation rate does not match the measured Pr + spin-lattice relaxation rate T& =0.24 s '. The
NMR measurements of Al in YA103 do not include any
T„T2 information, so no direct comparison can be made
of the Auctuation rates 8', obtained from fitting the HuHartmann model to the two- and three-pulse data and
the dynamics of the Al produced local magnetic fields.
The two-pulse echo fit using the Hu-Hartmann model indicate that, for ~~ T2, the fluctuating fields hen»2 are
much smaller [e.g. , from distant (bulk) B spins] and their
fiuctuation rates W are much much faster (perhaps at the
T2 rate of the bulk Al nuclei) than those dephasing the
three-pulse echo. If one calculates the two-pulse echo
amplitude using the parameters which fit the three-pulse
echo, one finds that these Auctuating fields are much less
effective than those rapidly changing bulk Al fields. This
is shown in the top curve of Fig. 7. This case is fortuitous because the frozen core causes only a small fraction
of the dephasing of Fig. 3 whereas the bulk Al are totally
ineffective in dephasing the stimulated echo. This exis consistent with the previous two-pulse
planation
LaF3.Pr + work of Shelby where they concluded that
the bulk F were responsible for the two-pulse dephasing.
They postulated that the frozen core was essentially static. The direct Al two-pulse measurements of Szabo
et al. on ruby (A1203:Cr +) and these three-pulse measurements confirm such a postulate, but show that the
core is not quite frozen. The results of this paper would
appear to remove Al as a cause of the rapid photon echo
dephasing rate observed by Macfarlane.
broadened
The NQR line is inhomogeneously
--28 kHz (FWHM) in 80-G magnetic field]
[b, vN&R
and has a dynamic width I /~T2 = 870 Hz. The T =6 ps
(lie. T =53 kHz) rf pulses used are nonselective, so the
entire NQR line is excited and no spectral diffusion
would normally be expected.
But, in this optically
detected experiment, there is an optical selection process
whereby a packet of spins within the very much broader

„„,,

cA
~

A

frozen core

100

0

—

10
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l

l
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I

1000
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FIG. 7. Calculated two-pulse echo decay for frozen-core Al
dephasing (Ace&&2=60000 s ', W=12 s ') and for bulk Al dephasing (h~&&~=7000 s ', W=2100 s '). This demonstrates
that the observed dephasing is caused by the bulk Al nuclei.
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optical line is optically pumped, producing a nonequilibrium distribution of populations only for this group of
optically selected nuclear spins. There is little correlation
between the inhomogeneous optical broadening and inhomogeneous nuclear broadening so the optical pumping
does not introduce NQR selectivity. But when B-spin
flips occur, the optically pumped A spins are exchanged
for nonoptically pumped 3 spins resulting in a loss of nuclear polarization in the measured 2-spin packet. Therefore, the uncorrelated sudden jump model of the HuHartmann model should apply to these measurements.
CONCLUSION

Two-pulse and stimulated NQR echoes have been measured from Pr + in YA103 to determine the dephasing
times. These measurements
were compared with the
theory of Hu and Hartmann. The two-pulse echoes may
be fit for the linewidth 5~, &&=7000 s ' and host-spin
Rip-Aop rate 8'=2100 s '. The linewidth parameter
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Ace, &2 is much smaller than that obtained from the theory
and the measured inhomogeneous
width for Pr + in
YA103. The three-pulse echo data was fit by the HuHartmann
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